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Abstract—This research presents the development of simulation modeling for WIP management in semiconductor fabrication. Manufacturing simulation modeling is needed for productivity optimization analysis due to the complex process flows involved more than 35 percent re-entrance processing steps more than 15 times at same equipment. Furthermore, semiconductor fabrication required to produce high product mixed with total processing steps varies from 300 to 800 steps and cycle time between 30 to 70 days. Besides the complexity, expansive wafer cost that potentially impact the company profits margin once miss due date is another motivation to explore options to experiment any analysis using simulation modeling. In this paper, the simulation model is developed using existing commercial software platform AutoSched AP, with customized integration with Manufacturing Execution Systems (MES) and Advanced Productivity Family (APF) for data collections used to configure the model parameters and data source. Model parameters such as processing steps cycle time, equipment performance, handling time, efficiency of operator are collected through this customization. Once the parameters are validated, few customizations are made to ensure the prior model is executed. The accuracy for the simulation model is validated with the actual output per day for all equipments. The comparison analysis from result of the simulation model compared to actual for achieved 95 percent accuracy for 30 days. This model later was used to perform various what if analysis to understand impacts on cycle time and overall output. By using this simulation model, complex manufacturing environment like semiconductor fabrication (fab) now have alternative source of validation for any new requirements impact analysis.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Commercial semiconductor fabrication plan (fab) for CMOS process usually consists of hundreds of processing equipment, more than 35 percent of the process was re-entrance at the same equipment [10]. The complexity encourage many literatures from practitioner perform manufacturing optimization analysis using available commercial software instead of develop software or platform what if analysis.

Yao et al. (2001) developed a simulation model using AutoSched AP to verify new preventive maintenance (PM) scheduling obtained from calculation of two layer hierarchical concept. New PM scheduling was configured in the AutoSched AP model for a week forecast to validate the opportunity to reduce PM frequency. Simulation result had shown that the research has successfully achieved 14 percent reduction of PM frequency by implementing the new PM schedule at their factory. Through this many assessments of potentials gains and benefits are easily identified used for fine-tuning before implement it in the real production environments. Gan et al.(2005) used AutoSched AP in High level Architecture (HLA) simulation model to develop a Borderless Fab model that comprise of two factories model. The integration of both models as borderless fab simulation model was used for study the opportunity of improving production performance. They also found that, the models simulate time is ten times better to straightforward application of the HLA Simulation time Infrastructure’s using similar hardware configuration. Klein and Kalir (2006) used AutoSched AP to develop fab transient model to study the effect of ram-down 0.18-µm logic and ramp-up 90nm flash product at Intel’s Fab-18. This study was attempted to understand the effect of one-of-a kind equipment to the overall Fab cycle time [1].

AutoSched AP is widely used in semiconductor fabrication [2]. In this paper, the AutoSched APs customized with the integration of current factory database which known as Manufacturing Execution Systems (MES) and Advanced Productivity Family (APF). Data from MES was extracted and re-arranged using APF to match the required parameters and acceptable formats for AutoSched AP to process. Usually this stage will take the longest time spent during the development period, since it required a lot of understanding on the data definitions, validation of data collection with real situation and challenging in codes language its logical function[5]. Once the model is integrated with the right information, the simulation model now able to execute and produce required results. The results are saved in the output files.

The output files are then customized with APF codes to develop proper reports analysis which later attempt for
analysis to use for optimization in what if analysis. This study used AutoSched AP version 10.0.1 and APF version 7.8.0 software. AutoSched AP is the commercialize software known as off-the shelf simulation packages (CSPs) for industrial practitioner [2].

The simulation software was integrated with existing MES systems using APF software. All of MES data is stored in the Cycle Time Database (CTDB) and MES database (MESDB). APF is used to extract data from this databases and structured the data into respective format and parameters according to AutoSched AP requirement. The information from this customized includes overall WIP details, routes and its associated wafer per hour (wph), equipment PM calendar and equipment restriction notice. The results thenreproduced and categorized according to the respective categories such as trend chart for equipment utilization, daily output from the equipment or moves, forecast for WIP projection at respective area and forecast output per month.

The next discussion in this paper outlined as follows: Section II will discuss on simulation model development, include architecture for the integration simulation model with MES and APF. Section III will discuss about simulation model validation. Further analysis also performs to compare forecast in simulation model versus actual and its gap analysis. Section IV will continue discuss on the simulation result and the application towards current production environment. Last but not least, section V will conclude the research achievements and propose the future action plan to improve the simulation model to next level.

II. SIMULATION MODEL

Philips (1998) categorized AutoSched AP simulation model into two categories. First is for analytical models, for analysis of dispatching rule and planning decision. Second is the operational model, for scheduling and production control activity [3]. In this research, the simulation model is developed for operational model purposes. A simulation model in general consists of input data, AutoSched AP software, output data and the results analysis as shown in Fig. 2 below. The activities for the simulation model are controlled through the integration of Advanced Productivity Family scheduling and data analysis software (APF), Manufacturing Execution System (MES) database, cycle time database and AutoSched AP as illustrated in Fig. 3. During the simulation model run, APF first executes the commands to compile the input information for AutoSched AP. After the compilation completed, the APF launches the AutoSched AP to run for the defined simulation period. Once the AutoSched AP run is finished, APF again instructs the commands to collect the desired statistics from the AutoSched AP output and constructs the analysis report.

![Fig. 1 Average price per wafer by quarter and wafer size (Production Wafers), GSA Wafer Fabrication Pricing Reports. April, 2011 [9]](image1)

![Fig. 2 Overview of simulation model](image2)

![Fig. 3 Simulation model architecture](image3)
In the situation when more than one lot arrive at the same equipment family, the model uses rules and ranks to determine which lot to be selected next when the equipment becomes free [4]. As an example, rule_SSU (same setup), determines the lot selection based on similar equipment setup. Examples of ranks are rank_EDD (earliest due date) and rank_LP (lowest priority), which means that the lot with the earliest due date is ranked first and the lot with the lowest priority level is ranked first, respectively. Multiple ranks can be specified, meaning that the task list is ranked according to the first ranking criteria, and the subsequent rank is used to break any tie. The equipment availability or uptime are collected based on past 6 month historical data with reference to SEMI E10 equipment states stack chart shown in Fig. 5.

The order file has the information for the current and future orders to be started into the fab. The continuity of wafer starts per week is scheduled in the order file with 8-minute-interval between the lots started. Once all the input configurations are in place, the simulation model now ready for production use. The simulation model begins with the current WIP profile that is retrieved by APF from MES to show the status of the WIP. The contents of order file and WIP profile are shown in Fig. 4.

A route file contains the processing information for each product such as the processing steps, processing time and processing equipment family. A route file has more than 60 different product routes and each product route has 300 to 800 processing steps. The processing time for each step is defined based on the study of the past 6 months data. Each step is also assigned to the respective equipment family. In the situation when more than single equipment can process a step, alternate equipment family is specified. In a situation when there are different capabilities for equipment within an equipment family, the name of the equipment that can or cannot be dedicated to process a step is defined as station specification (STNSPEC) or station exception (STNEXC) respectively [8]. This situation is also called as one-of-a-kind equipment condition.

Prior the simulation model execution, these input files are compiled by APF to produce the input data for AutoSched AP. AutoSched AP then produces output files, that can be further analyzed using APF or other commercial data analysis software. Equipment output file summarizes the equipment states during simulation period such as percentage of processing, idling, or conducting preventive maintenance. There is a schedule report file that traces detailed breakdown of each processing activities that individual lot goes through during the simulation. This report is also used to calculate the quantity that is completed from the equipment. Another output is lot report that not only tracks each lot start date, completion date and quantity, but also provides the lot location at the end of the simulation period. There is also performance report that summarizes the WIP quantity at every defined period. Finally, further analysis can be conducted on the output results generated from the simulation model run, such as on short interval scheduling, forecasting WIP profile or investigating fab performance.

### III. MODEL VALIDATION

Simulation model were simulate for more than 30 days. Thus, warm-up period was not required because it already considered the current WIP in the production. Results from the simulation model were compared with the actual Fab operation to validate the accuracy of the model by using APF [7]. Actual operational data were collected from MES database such as: Move, WIP Quantity, and Equipment Uptime. Total throughput or wafer moves is validated. The accuracy equation in this analysis was based on

\[
1 - \left(100\% \times \left| \frac{\text{Forecast} - \text{Actual}}{\text{Actual}} \right| \right)
\]  

(1)

the model went through continuous improvement in order to reach the desired accuracy [6]. Actions taken include ensuring the proper operation are match with actual travel times, operator availability, dispatching policies, WIP performance and revisit the cycle time data. Finally the model achieved average accuracy of more than 95 percent over 30 days of simulation period for all of the process area as illustrated in Fig. 6. This model qualified to be used for scheduling and production control activities.
IV. SIMULATION RESULT AND DISCUSSION

Simulation model is used to perform what if analysis in the daily manufacturing strategy. One of the what if analysis is the analysis to study the impact of new priority request to the original quarterly output and cycle time commitments. Re-prioritization WIP analysis is needed when respective customers request to have an early delivery date compared to the original due date. This analysis usually, requires the information of the current respective WIP location in the production as shown in Fig. 7 below to understand the impact of overall output and cycle time. Respective WIP data were collected from MES and generated from APF report to perform this analysis.

DPML (day per mask layer) is defined as days take to complete one mask layer, which normally most semiconductor fabrication performs at 1.8 DPML [11], [12].

\[
DPML = \frac{Days}{Masking\text{ }layer} \tag{2}
\]

For example, if the remaining mask left is 10, then based on generic 1.8 DPML, the remaining completion cycle time is 18 days. According to historical data collection, the cycle time or DPML is varies for respective location of masking layers.

Through the formulation above and real data in the factories, remaining WIP is then calculated roughly to estimate the cycle time to map the proper strategy to apply for parameter changes in the simulation model. Usually for this type of analysis, the baseline analysis is based on normal parameters condition. Few parameter changes will be made either increase the priority requirements, changed in due date, PM frequency, wait time for batching, recipe dedication and transportation time. Usually up to 10 simulation trials will satisfy the decision to finalize the best strategy. The respective scenario that provides the optimal result was selected as the proposal method to be implemented in the operation as shown in Fig. 8. In this analysis, the selected strategy helps to meet the required objective, while improving overall cycle time by 10 percent and wafer output quantity by 8 percent.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper demonstrates that the development of this simulation model is successfully implemented. It is needed and important since its help to provide general overview to understand the impact when new changes needed to be made. Approach used to integration of AutoSched AP with MES and APF help to reduce longer times taken to prepare the simulation model prior to perform any analysis. Results from this research, successfully make the model to be used daily in the factory to provide guidelines for strategy planning.

VI. RECOMMENDATION AND FUTURE STUDY

There are many more scenarios that the simulation model can help to perform the analysis. Implementation in the real industry cases help to improve the model and understand many features and function that available in the model.
Among the potential projects for this simulation model to perform include

1. Capacity validation analysis
2. Cycle Time and Utilization and WIP
3. Loading plan and its estimated cycle time
4. Optimum Priority Analysis
5. Optimum Dispatching Analysis
6. PM Scheduling frequency
7. Batch sizes
8. Impact when equipment is not available
9. Operators requirements
10. Cycle Time improvement
11. Process flow changes
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